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Abstract—Dynamic analysis of embedded firmware is a necessary capability for many security tasks, e.g., vulnerability detection. Rehosting is a technique that enables dynamic analysis by facilitating the execution of firmware in a host environment decoupled from the actual hardware. Current rehosting techniques focus on high-fidelity execution of the entire firmware. Consequently, these techniques try to execute firmware in an emulated environment, with precise models of hardware (i.e., peripheral) interactions. However, these techniques are hard to scale and have various drawbacks.

We propose a novel take on rehosting by focusing on the application components and their interactions with the firmware without the need to model hardware dependencies. We achieve this by rehosting the embedded application as a Linux application. In addition to avoiding precise peripheral modeling, our rehosting technique enables the use of existing dynamic analysis techniques on these embedded applications. We provide an overview of our approach and demonstrate its feasibility on three real-world embedded applications. Our testing of these rehosted applications found 2 previously unknown defects in driver components. We discuss challenges in automating our process and present possible future research directions.

Index Terms—Embedded Systems, Cybersecurity, Firmware, Rehosting, Real-time Systems, RTOS, Dynamic Analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

Embedded systems are widely used in safety-critical applications, such as medical devices [1], surveillance [2], and automotive systems [3]. These systems must be validated to ensure they deliver functionality without defects or cybersecurity vulnerabilities [4]–[6]. These systems’ asynchronous and event-driven nature [7] makes it hard to apply static vulnerability detection techniques [8]. Researchers have resorted to performing dynamic analysis [9]. However, performing scalable and effective dynamic analysis has various issues [8]: need for hardware challenges in instrumentation, input generation, and crash detection [10]. Rehosting [11] is a well-known technique to handle this. The main principle is to decouple the firmware from the hardware and execute it in an emulated environment.

Most existing techniques take a firmware targeted for a specific Microcontroller Unit (MCU) and faithfully execute it in an emulator. They model peripheral behavior using various techniques, such as manually created models [12], pattern-based model generation [13], or models built using machine learning techniques [14], [15]. They depend on the availability of an MCU-specific Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) emulator and require considerable engineering effort [16] to configure different peripherals. They focus on having a high-fidelity execution, i.e., the execution of rehosted system is expected to behave nearly the same as on the corresponding hardware. Additionally, many MCUs lack supported emulators [11]. Providing emulation support to all MCUs can therefore become challenging.¹

We observe that many problems in testing embedded systems have solutions for regular applications, but that these solutions do not apply well to embedded systems. For example, several sanitizers can detect non-crash bugs but cannot be utilized in embedded systems due to the lack of required memory protections [19]. Automated input generation techniques [20], which are available for regular applications, cannot be applied to embedded systems because of their unique input channels. Additionally, some dynamic analysis methods such as Intel’s PIN rely on hardware features [21], [22], and cannot be directly applied to embedded systems that lack such features.

From a cybersecurity standpoint, we argue it is better to find vulnerabilities than to delay discovery in the pursuit of perfect emulation. We, therefore, propose to rehost embedded systems as Linux applications. This will enable us to apply state-of-the-art techniques to embedded systems software. Given an embedded application, our goal is to obtain a semantically equivalent Linux executable to which inputs can be provided. There are three challenges: (1) Retargeting to different ISAs: Embedded applications have several MCU specific components that cannot be directly compiled for traditional ISAs because of differences in compiler toolchains and the presence of inline ISA-specific assembly code. We should have a mechanism to compile an embedded application for common desktop ISAs. (2) Preserving Execution Semantics: Linux applications, by default, follow single-threaded execution. However, embedded applications are engineered in terms of event-driven tasks and are multi-threaded [7]. Our rehosted Linux application should have the same execution semantics as the original embedded system, i.e., task-based and event-driven execution. (3) Handling Peripheral Interactions: Embedded systems interact with the external world through peripheral interfaces. Peripherals are physically attached to sensors and actuators and are accessed through a special set of Memory Mapped I/O (MMIO) addresses [23]. These addresses need to

¹We anticipate the use of general-purpose processing units to rise, especially in applications that incorporate Artificial Intelligence. However, MCUs will remain widespread. Many embedded applications require minimal computing capabilities but possess critical time constraints [17], [18].
be distinguished from regular memory accesses and handled sensibly, which is usually termed peripheral modeling.

In this paper, we present the first practical approach to rehost an embedded system as a Linux application. Further, we demonstrate its feasibility on three real-world embedded applications. We compiled these rehosted applications using sanitizers and tested them using AFL++ [24], a well-known application testing tool. We found two previously unknown bugs, indicating the effectiveness of our approach. We also provide insights into automating the retargeting and peripheral handling process, challenges, and potential solutions.

II. BACKGROUND AND THREAT MODEL

Embedded systems perform a designated task with custom-designed software and hardware. Following previous systematization works [10], [11], these systems can be categorized into three types: Type-1 systems use general purpose Operating System (OS) retrofitted for embedded systems, e.g., Embedded Linux; Type-2 systems use a Real Time Operating System (RTOS); and Type-3 systems use no OS abstractions.

In this work, we focus on Type-2 systems. As shown in Figure 1, they have a layered design [25]. Application logic is implemented in tasks managed by an RTOS. Most RTOSes modularize their code base to capture all the hardware-specific functionalities within a portability layer specialized for each supported MCU.

These systems use peripherals to function and interact with the external world. The interaction with these peripherals is done through Memory Mapped I/O (MMIO), i.e., by reading from/writing to a dedicated memory region. From a functionality perspective, peripherals can be classified into: (i) Essential: These are necessary for the execution of the system, like the ones pertaining to the clock module or power source. Most existing rehosting works [12]–[15] focus on modeling accesses to essential peripherals. (ii) Non-essential: These are not necessary for execution but provide interfaces to the external world, e.g., temperature sensor connected via a GPIO.

These systems execute in an event-driven way [26]. Peripherals trigger interrupts that switch execution from a currently executing task to a service routine.

Threat Model: We assume that non-essential peripherals can receive data from malicious sources. In the case of essential peripherals, they can be malformed and provide values not expected by the application code. Furthermore, we assume that these peripherals are only connected via the system under test and do not have out-of-system interactions with each other.

In embedded systems, the data from external entities (e.g., network packets) is received through non-essential peripherals, creating a possibility of memory exploits [27]. Additionally, in the case of essential peripherals (e.g., clock), any deviation from the valid behavior could possibly create a scenario that is not expected (e.g., disabling a safety mechanism) [28].

III. OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH

This section summarizes our approach to rehosting an embedded application as a Linux application. Figure 2 shows an embedded application rehosted as a Linux application using our approach to handling the three challenges.

A. Retargeting for a general-purpose ISA (x86-64)

As explained in Section I, to compile an application for x86-64, we need to handle: (a) Toolchain differences between MCU specific compiler and the x86-64 compiler. (b) Inline assembly. Most MCUs use a RISC-based ISA with custom toolchains suitable for the architecture of the processing unit. These support architecture-specific options (e.g., -mthumb-interwork) and custom options (e.g., -grecord-gcc-switches), often unavailable in commodity compilers (e.g., CLANG). Consequently, naively replacing the compiler with a commodity compiler fails. Using existing build interceptor tools [29], we replace the embedded toolchain and the dependent flags relevant to compilation and linking, with Linux equivalents in the Clang toolchain.

The presence of inline assembly code pertaining to the MCU architecture is a related challenge. We noticed that inline assembly is mostly used to access MCU specific registers and modify features of the MCU. As our main focus is on
void USART1_IRQHandler(void)
{
    // Check if USART Receive Status is Set
    if (USART_GetITStatus(USART1, USART_IT_RXNE) == SET)
    {
        // Receive data from USART1 Data Registers
        cChar = (uint8_t)USART_ReceiveData(USART1);
        ... //...
    }
}

Listing 1: Example Interrupt Handler: The handler consists of highly constrained checks on the register values before trying to read from the USART (peripheral).

vulnerability detection, our intuition is that NOP’ing out inline assembly components would not overly hinder the overall analysis. We therefore handle inline assembly by commenting it out from the source files.

B. Preserving Execution Semantics

The second challenge is to ensure that the application components (e.g., tasks) in a rehosted Linux application have the same execution semantics as in the target embedded system.

Task-based Execution: We noticed that many popular RTOSes have a Linux port [30]–[32], which implements the portable layer (Figure 1) using Linux-based user space libraries, e.g., providing task interface through pthreads library APIs. Consequently, we can have the RTOS compiled for Linux, where all its functions (e.g., task, message queues) are implemented through Linux user space libraries. We use these ports by compiling the embedded application using the Linux portable layer instead of the MCU alternative. The resulting executable will run as a Linux application — using existing library APIs (e.g., pthreads) to achieve nearly the same execution semantics as in the original embedded system.

Event-driven Execution: Interrupts enable event-driven execution by invoking handler functions (Listing 1) when triggered. These handlers are recorded in the interrupt vector table which is usually present in a MCU vendor-provided assembly file (e.g., startup.a). This cannot be executed on the x86 machine. The application can register custom interrupts by adding the handler addresses to the interrupt vector table. We recognize such interrupt-registering functions in the application and gather all the handlers. We then create a special dispatcher task (Figure 2) which will be invoked periodically by the RTOS scheduler. The interrupt handlers will be executed as function calls by this task as shown below:

```c
 handlers <- array of registered handlers.
 n <- number of handlers.
 a = read_input();
 idx = a % n;
 handlers[idx]() // invoke a handler.
```

C. Handling Peripheral Interactions

Peripherals are accessed through special memory regions, called MMIO regions, which need to be identified and handled.

Identifying MMIO regions: First, we need a way to distinguish MMIO access from normal memory access. We observed that MMIO address ranges are usually hardcoded in specific source files (e.g., stm32f4xx.h [33]). Therefore, we consider these addresses, usually within a specific range that is indicated in the MCU datasheet as MMIO regions.

Peripheral Access Handling: We analyze source files of a given application to identify accesses to MMIO regions. Our threat model supposes that peripherals may be producing malicious input. We, therefore, modify these accesses to use standard input, so that a dynamic analysis can observe the effect of different input values. Specifically, as we show below, all reads from these regions will be replaced with reads from standard input (>) and all writes will be ignored — this is in line with our threat model (Section II).

```c
//...
// Reading values from hardware registers
// pim = RCC->PIMCFG & RCC_PIMCFG_PLLM;
// pll = RCC_PLLCFGR_PLLM;
```

The Linux port handles the execution semantics without depending on essential peripherals. Hence feeding random data to these doesn’t affect the execution semantics of the rehosted application. Feeding data from standard input to non-essential peripheral accesses, such as GPIO and SPI, models the embedded application’s external world interactions through standard input of the corresponding rehosted application.

Handling Peripheral Access Checks: Peripherals use control registers to communicate the availability of data. Applications check for specific values in control registers before trying to read data (Listing 1). We noticed that most of these conditions are non-data-dependent, meaning that the code within the conditional expression does not use the value in the condition. We handle this by making such non-data-dependent MMIO access-based conditions always true. This approach follows the previous work T-fuzz [34], which showed that ignoring non-data-dependent conditions improves code coverage.

IV. FEASIBILITY STUDY

We assessed the feasibility of our approach by applying it to three real-world applications based on FreeRTOS [35].


TinyUSB demo: A demo application of TinyUSB [37], a popular cross-platform USB Host/Device stack for embedded systems that runs on feather_nrf52840 express board.

SmartSpeaker: A smart speaker application [38] using sm32f407vet6, wm8978, and esp8266 for master control, audio DA/ADC, and network communications, respectively.

We converted each of the above applications into Linux applications using our approach (Section III). Specifically, we built the applications using the Linux port of FreeRTOS, by using compiler flags with that of X86-64 CLANG. We then manually identified all MMIO accesses and replaced them with reads from standard input. Finally, we created our interrupt dispatcher task that invokes one of the registered interrupt handlers based on a value read from standard input.

Preliminary Evaluation: We compiled each of these applications using ASAN [39] and executed them on Ubuntu 20.04 machine. The application tasks executed as expected without
Listing 2: Division By Zero Error: Value \( pllm \) is read from a peripheral register and used as divisor without any check ( Hitched).

undefined crashes. Accesses to peripheral regions did not fault. Execution proceeded as input was provided via standard input.

Testing: To check the robustness and bug-exposing ability of these rehosted applications, we tested them using AFL++ [40] for 24 hours. We found two previously unknown floating-point exceptions in the STM32 driver code [33] — in the Clock module and in the SPI driver. As seen in Listing 2, the value \( pllm \) is read from a member of \( RCC \) peripheral register (line 5). On line 12, it is used as a divisor without any check for zero. STM32 has fixed the bug [41] in their latest release.

V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The scalability of our approach lies in the fact that most of it can be automated and generalized, which we discuss here.

Automated Retargeting: Manual intervention for retargeting steps like commenting out inline assembly, and handling compiler errors because of inconsistent code practices (invalid pointer casts) can be automated via source-to-source transformation. A recent tool, 3c [42], demonstrated the feasibility of such an approach by modifying C code to add type annotations automatically. For certain errors, such as linking with undefined references to a symbol, it is harder to provide a completely automatic approach. Therefore, we plan a human-in-the-loop approach where our technique guides an engineer.

Automated Peripheral Handling: Handling peripherals automatically involves two tasks: (1) Identifying MMIO address ranges; (2) Modifying these accesses with read from standard input. The first can be automated using static analysis to identify hardcoded addresses. However, handling the second task just by using static analysis is hard as pointers to MMIO addresses can be passed as arguments to functions. Consequently, we need precise pointer analysis – a known hard problem [43] – to identify which pointer accesses to be modified. We plan to use a dynamic checking approach. We can statically instrument all reads/writes; if a read is from an MMIO address, then we return data from standard input and ignore writes to MMIO addresses. Also, we plan to engineer a configurable and feedback-driven mechanism for triggering interrupts instead of a dispatcher task that is currently used.

Effective Testing: As explained in Section III-C, embedded applications have non-data-dependent checks to read data from peripherals (i.e., input data). Currently, we handle this by manually disabling such checks. However, this identification can be automated by using data dependency analysis [44] and disabling them through compiler instrumentation. We also believe that embedded applications could be a good candidate for directly fuzzing individual functions owing to less complex functions that require structured data, especially at the hardware-interface level (Listing 2). We plan to explore the function-level fuzzing of the rehosted applications.

Extension to other RTOS: While we considered applications using FreeRTOS [45], our approach can be extended to other open-source RTOSes like Zephyr [46] and Nuttx [47] as they have the Linux port required by our retargeting scheme.

Systematic Evaluation: We plan to do a systematic evaluation of the engineering cost vs. fidelity tradeoff, with application level analysis in terms of coverage and vulnerability detection.

VI. RELATED WORK

Rehosting [11] has been an active area of research for the past decade. Rehosting techniques can be categorized into high-level or OS emulation, hardware-assisted partial emulation, peripheral emulation through symbolic execution, machine learning, or a combination of these.

Complete high-level emulation targets OS-level abstractions. Although this works well for Type-1 systems [48], [49], which use standard OSes, these cannot be applied to Type-2 systems because of the lack of a well-defined OS interface. Consequently, no work exists that can perform high-level emulation using RTOS on Type-2 systems [11]. The rest of the categories focus on handling peripheral access by executing an embedded system in an emulator. Hardware-assisted partial emulation techniques use real hardware to handle peripheral accesses. Few works employ manually or semi-automatically created models for peripherals [12], [13], [50]. ML-based techniques [14], [15] first record the pattern of peripheral accesses and then try to use ML models to create access patterns for these peripherals. Some techniques [51], [52] use symbolic execution [53] to create peripheral models.

As shown by the recent systematization work [11], the existing techniques are hard to extend for different peripherals and depend on the existence of emulators [54], [55] of the corresponding ISA. We are the first to bring a new dimension to rehosting by exploring the possibility of rehosting embedded application components (instead of the entire system) by converting them to Linux applications. As shown by our preliminary evaluation, our approach is feasible and can help in finding hard-to-trigger bugs in embedded system components.

VII. CONCLUSION

We propose a new approach to rehosting embedded applications as Linux applications by providing solutions to the associated challenges of retargeting to x86-64, preserving the execution semantics, and handling the peripheral interactions. We demonstrated the feasibility of our approach through a preliminary study of three real-world applications. Our testing of these rehosted Linux applications found two new bugs in heavily used components. We also present possible techniques and future plans to automate and extend our approach.


